BiblioSuggest

Increase community involvement with collections development in a way that is efficient, equitable and a great user experience.

Efficient

Saves staff time by automating processes, eliminating redundant requests, and managing communication with patrons.

Patrons can remove past suggestions from their account once they have a response, and patrons can cancel a suggestion if they haven’t received a response yet from library staff.

Equitable

A highly visible system that is easily accessed by all patrons from multiple entry points within the catalog.

Library staff can set an across-the-board limit on the number of suggestions patrons can submit each month, ensuring you are meeting a wide range of patron requests, and not only those of a select few.

A Great User Experience

Patrons stay within the catalog experience, and can access the BiblioSuggest form from their Library Dashboard.

Patrons always receive a response to their suggestions, either automated or directly from staff. And patrons receive in-catalog notifications when their suggestion has a response.

Submit a Suggestion

Did we miss a worthwhile title in our collection? Let us know about it and we’ll do our best to bring it in. Our focus is on purchasing titles published within the last 10 years. If you want an older print title, please consider using Interlibrary Loan.

Fields marked by an asterisk are required.

Title *

Author, Performer, or Director *
The library automatically purchases all new titles by these popular authors and contributors.

Publication Year *
(e.g. 2020)
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